To all NHSOA Soccer Officials,
The new soccer jerseys that were approved at our annual meeting are available from Score Sports.
Through a special packaging and pricing arrangement with the nearest Score distributor the jerseys may
be order in the following ways…
Jersey Style
Open V Neck

Single Jersey Price
Short Sleeve $18.95
Long Sleeve $20.95
Specify Color:
Yellow, Red, Green

3 Jersey Package Price
Short Sleeve $45.00
Long Sleeve $51.00
Includes 3 Colors
Yellow, Red, Green

Zipper Neck

Short Sleeve $29.95
Long Sleeve $31.95
Specify Color:
Yellow, Red, Green

Short Sleeve $76.00
Long Sleeve $82.00
Includes 3 Colors
Yellow, Red, Green

An image description of the Score jerseys can be seen below.
PLUS SHIPPING on all orders.
To save on shipping, officials should meet as a group, place a single order and meet to distribute jersey
upon arrival. For more information, please discuss this with Jeff.
To place and order, contact Jeff by TEXT or by EMAIL.
BY TEXT at 860-214-6987. Type “NHSOA” as the first entry to the text and ask Jeff to call you so you can
place your order by phone.
BY EMAIL at jwittstein@scoresports.com . Type “NHSOA – New Hampshire – your last name” in the
subject line. You can place your order in the body of the email, but should contact Jeff to get the details
of what credit card information he needs OR you can simply request that Jeff contact you at a specific
time.
Please feel free to include credit card info in a text or email, or if preferred, Jeff will happily arrange
phone time to process in a live call. Please note, that you will need to know the exact billing address of
the card you choose. You will find Jeff to be very accessible, nearly 24/7, so do not hesitate to reach out
before dawn, during the day or late into the evening - weekdays and weekends. All good.
Please do not hesitate to email me any questions you may have.
Dennis
Dennis Ordway
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